AIR TERMINAL

COPING CAP AS SPECIFIED (PRE-MANUFACTURED COPING SYSTEM SHOWN)

FTR MEMBRANE FLASHING

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE FOR TOP OR FLAT MOUNTING OR AS A FIELD FORMED PARAPET BASE

CABLE CRIMP

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

FOUR FASTENERS PER BRACKET

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS ALUMINUM BASE

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

FTR MEMBRANE FLASHING

CABLE CRIMP

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

2" CLEARANCE

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE FOR TOP OR FLAT MOUNTING OR AS A FIELD FORMED PARAPET BASE

CABLE CRIMP

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

2" CLEARANCE

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

2" CLEARANCE

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

2" CLEARANCE

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

2" CLEARANCE

20 GA 12" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

MANUFACTURERS 2" WIDE ALUMINUM BASE OR SIMILAR

2" CLEARANCE